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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

With the world becoming increasingly smaller but more volatile, the role of the HR leader is increasingly important. HR leaders 

act as the architects for talent, leadership, and organization capability by having unique insights and asking hard questions that 

our business leaders either don’t see or are not willing to ask. HR leader value is derived from having a framework to navigate a 

constantly changing landscape and knowing how to work our way from context to margin. HR’s future is about value creation 

for all stakeholders.

Based on the priorities from CHROs, the RBL Institute’s 2013 CHRO summit focused on seven areas of discussion where HR 

should have unique insights:

1 Leadership

2 Culture

3 Talent

4 Change

5 Organization Design

6 HR Roles and Skills

7 Performance Management

Key Take-Aways Across All Areas

•  Across 7 different industries, challenges are more similar than different.

•  Pace of change keeps increasing.

•  Outside In thinking is critical to all topics. Decisions must be grounded in stakeholder needs.

This playbook contains a record of the two days, and includes insights from every HR leader as well as Dave Ulrich, Norm Small-

wood, and Mark Nyman.

Outline Summary
Day One

•  Discussion of business issues – what is happening in each business?

•  Translation of those issues to the impact on HR – identification of 7 main topics of discussion

•  Focused discussion on the first 4 topics

Day Two

•  Review of RBL Institute activity for 2012 – keys to maximizing membership

•  Continuation of topic discussion on the remaining three topics

•  Speed teaching by Dave
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BUSINESS ISSUE DISCUSSION

We asked each HR leader to answer: What are the top business issues for your organization? Detailed notes on business issue 

discussion are included here (the names of companies and leaders are being held in confidence so that topics can be shared and 

discussed more broadly in your organizations).

Company One
•  Maintaining momentum while managing expenses

•  Wall Street has given us credit for managing the two dynamics

•  Growth plans include both domestic and international properties

•  Talent Management

•  Performance Management

•  Systems Cost Management

Company Two
•  Key issue is growth

•  The company hasn’t grown for the first time in years

•  In the past we have relied on double digit growth in Asia and that has now slowed down

•  The company has had to pay off massive debt from our key acquisition

•  We need to get the skill set of the HR business partner up to expert level, and help them be co-pilots so the business can grow

•  The other business segment is challenged by organization structure choices

•  The company is organized by product segment. What is the best way to maintain this structure and be competitive without 

leaving on the table the shared service costs (procurement, finance, HR, etc.)

•  How we structure our business globally is a work in progress

•  At the center of the company, we don’t have folks who are thinking about global structure

Company Three
•  Our structure is problematic as we try to grow in both emerging and mature markets

•  Moving to global brands

•  US is the most mature market

•  Changing demands of customer and economic challenges – we are not low- cost in our segment

•  Our franchise model creates different challenges to consistency

•  We need stronger leadership development and succession planning to let people know how to behave in mature and 

emerging markets

•  Our HR growth and support model: we have a gap in building strategic HR skills and leadership at mid level. Developing 

that capability is a big challenge

•  Out international markets don’t know what it means to be a mature market

Company Four
•  Cradle-to-grave employer, European owned

•  Profitable organic growth – one of the best managed companies in the world

•  World class strategic long term view

•  Strong strategic agenda with a lot of acquisitions
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•  We have been buying the talent to shift to specialties and out of commodities

•  We are moving from product focus to customer focus; that creates a different way of doing business

•  All of our challenges are talent and leadership based: new skills and competencies

•  How do we become employer of choice to people who have a choice?

•  Business challenges that are in the HR wheel house: HR is not seen as the solution owner. The business leadership has 

ownership, but not the skills. We are creating an HR business model that says that we are the owner for the solutions for 

culture, talent, and leadership

Company Five
•  Highly educated workforce

•  Business challenges are pretty stark

•  Missed the market on specific technology. We are well established in the mature technology, but not where there is growth

•  The company is very mature, and we won’t sustain our size unless we get into what the customers are buying

•  The design cycle in new technology is much faster

•  Change culture to speed and developing products that our customers want to buy; our engineers are used to a much longer cycle

•  Our designs have to change; our manufacturing has to change

•  SPEED of business is so different

•  Today we have a hundred different competitors and our competitors are now also our customers

•  We have to build a sales force that can sell everything to everyone

•  We have to look at talent and strategic jobs differently

•  Historically, we have been very egalitarian; now we need to differentiate

Company Six
•  New CEO has a consumer goods perspective in an historic airline industry

•  We need to grow year over year and bring in sustainable profit

•  75% government owned, but moving back to private

•  Strategic partnerships are key to success

•  Biggest competitor doesn’t have to make money, as it is completed funded by government

•  Majority of workforce is unionized

•  HR has not been part of the agenda

•  No HR structure, no talent strategy and no performance management

•  We are building total HR infrastructure from the ground up

•  We need a new team who knows what “good” looks like. We have loads of people who want to work for us, but we need the 

right talent

Key Insights

•  A company’s history and established culture may be it’s biggest competitor

•  When you spend time and energy fighting internal structure and process, you can miss opportunities for growth

•  Competition from the inside versus outside

•  When you start thinking you’re secure, then you die

•  Talent which has been successful under the old model gives power and standing in the organization????? Creates a 

powerful rejection mechanism
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Summary of Business Challenges

•  Profitable organic growth

•  Competing in segments

•  Momentum of business strategy

•  Business model shifting to speed in getting product to customer

•  Importance of brand in competitive markets

•  Speed of change

•  Redefinition of competitor

•  Strategic capabilities: what we have and what we’ve been developing is not what we need in the future to compete

•  Costs are growing. Pressure to take out resources is growing and can’t be sustained. The business model may need to change

Dave’s Question
You’re at the table – in every conversation, the question of strategy comes up. What does HR bring to the table? We have to 

bring the capacity to manage tension and paradoxes

Simple vs. complex – is our strategy too simple or do we need more?

1 Planning is improving what we have done; strategy is differentiating where we are going. (Gordon Hewitt)

2 Outside in vs. inside out – how do we hire against customer expectations that are changing?

3 Strategy to Action – action is driven by decisions. We are moving from a consensus methodology to quick decision 

making.

4 HR is the business translator to help our business leaders think differently.

5 Top down vs. bottom up

6 Speed vs. quality – process continuous improvement methodology. When is good enough? Taking risk and simplifying 

decision making

7 Agile culture vs. structure optimization – when we get faster decision making, we can leave people behind.

8 Growth vs. profitability – ask the question.

9 Past vs. future – build from the past, anticipate the future.

10 Local accountability vs. standardization

11 Creating scale vs. simplicity

12 Profit vs. Growth

Key Insights

•  Managing paradoxes is about the AND, not the OR

•  If we are savvy enough about business, we make sure that the conversation has the right tension

•  If it becomes an ideology, it becomes dangerous

•  When we swing too far in one direction, it can be damaging.

•  How HR contracts for service support to the business in the future must be different.

Participants voted and chose to focus on the following seven key topics:

1 Leadership

2 Culture

3 Change

4 Talent

5 HR Role and Skills

6 Performance Management

7 Organization Design
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1 LEADERSHIP

The following are questions the participants are trying to answer and what decisions need to be made in regards to Leadership.

•  How do we transform existing leadership? When we start expecting something different, how do we deal with skill issues, 

desire, and mindset?

•  How do we get our mid-level managers to focus on the people more than the work? A culture of individual contributor dies 

hard. They see their value as getting more work done vs. doing more through others.

•  Can the leadership of today lead tomorrow? If not, how do we move them out and bring in the right talent? How do we 

make the right decisions now?

•  How can senior leaders shift from individual contributors to people developers?

•  How do we connect manager and leader roles and expectations?

•  How do we define leadership expectations clearly and specifically?

•  What’s the leadership profile that is unique to our business?

•  How can we better define capability for positions for the future?

•  What positions are needed to help us grow and be successful? How do we create maps for the future?

•  Does the model that has worked for us so far work for the future?

•  ***Our model has been to get the best and brightest, give them resources and they will run our business…. correlation 

between chemists and leadership is probably not very high….what has happened in the past won’t get us there – 

Leadership is the art and science of developing people to deliver on our 8 competencies….stripping out early managers who 

can’t do it…..BASF….it has allowed us to start changing people in roles

•  How do we hold leadership accountable?

•  What are the elements??? that count most?

•  How do we assure that we have measurements around which all leadership aligns?

•  ***BASF – every manager has a dashboard…driven by the employee engagement scores….Intel also has management 

dashboard…..diversity, staff feedback, org feedback (org health – employee survey), and we have measured our leaders to 

that…are we measuring the right things?

•  How do we get the collective feedback simply? Our customers would never build their businesses with feedback from 

customers only once a year. How do we create metrics and assessment that give us desired consequences?

•  How do we move people from individual contributor to leadership? Many times we don’t paint good expectations.

•  How do we infuse leadership brand through the organization?

Key Insight: Two Trends In Leadership
Trend One

1 Leaders – individual capability

2 Leadership – capability in the organization

Trend Two

1 Internal – can leaders execute

2 External – leaders impact the way that investors and customers look at us

3 Can companies become prisoners of their leadership brand? What worked in the past may not be right for the future.

4 Need to stay grounded in needs of stakeholders

5 Brand is Efficacy * Awareness – it’s a promise

6 High diversity becomes very complex. We also need high unity around a few topics (i.e., code and differentiators).

7 What are the things that make the whole greater than the sum of the parts – talent is one, competencies, technical, 

leadership.
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Leadership Brand Architecture

There are 6 steps in building 
a leadership brand:

1 Articulate Business Case

a. If we had better leadership 

what would happen?

b. What do our stakeholders 

(balanced set, not just one) 

get more of or better of

c. What is the value for them? 

What are the leadership 

implications of our growth 

strategies?

d. Most companies don’t 

clarify this. They just say 

that that CEO is giving us 

money to do it. Then they 

just end up measuring 

competencies, and that is 

not enough.

2 Theory of Leadership

a. What does an effective 

leader look like?

b. What competencies are required?

c. The Leadership Code is 60-70% of what you need. These characteristics are the same anywhere you go: strategist, executor, talent 

manager, human capital developer, personal proficiency

d. The other 30-40% are the differentiators.

e. This should be the step that also teases out the differences that are important between business units – that is the key to the 

differentiators.

3 Assessment

a. What is our pipeline of future leaders?

b. How many are really individual contributors?

c. Are our top leaders leading people?

4 Invest

a. Develop training programs around the code and differentiators.

b. Get specific with what the behavior really means.

c. Consider all development opportunities: job assignments, shadowing, training etc.

5 Measure

a. Needs to be aligned to business case and competencies.

6 Reputation and Integration

a. Are we communicating back to internal and external stakeholders the efforts and impact of activity?

b. HR should be on the analyst calls – increasing investor confidence in your future

1
ARTICULATE

Make a compelling 
case for leadership

4
INVEST

Invest in leadership 
capability

3
ASSESS

Assess leaders 
and leadership

5
MEASURE

Measure the impact 
of investment

2
THEORY

Agreement on 
what great 

leaders must do

6
AWARENESS

Ensuring 
Reputation

Leadership 
as a 

Capability
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2 CULTURE

Three questions
1 What is culture?

2 What is working or not working in our culture shift?

3 What are the questions we are trying to answer?

Discussion

•  Independent vs. homogeneous – Can we live with individual cultures or should we have homogenous culture?

•  Of all of the levers, which is the most powerful to pull to impact culture, and in what order?

•  Standard vs. local – Which pieces should be the same, which can be different?

•  How do we shift between cultural focuses to other behaviors as our business environment shifts? How do we achieve agility 

with culture?

•  How can we be sure that the new culture is adding a competitive advantage to the business?

•  How can we measure and assess the importance of culture and impact to brand – the value?

•  What do we do when what we say we want is the very thing that we are afraid of? Where is the conversation about trade-

offs? What’s fair?

What Is Culture?

•  What is valued as important

•  Assumptions and beliefs that influence behavior

•  How we behave, not what we say

•  Observed both internally and externally

•  The way we do things when no one is looking

•  Embedded in systems and processes

Summary Question: 
How Do We Impact What Is Valued And How People Behave?

In Your Experience, What Works?

•  Pick 5 things (behaviors) that are important to you. Start doing those things. Measure the difference. Hold yourself 

accountable to those things (differentiation logic – focus, drive).

•  Conduct essential culture assessments during the integration work. The assessments during the Wrigley integration led 

to a number of actions to bring it more in harmony with Mars (hierarchy, status, artifacts, decision making). We got rid of 

key artifacts (16th floor, corporate jet) changed key leaders. To the senior leadership at Wrigley, we presented our declared 

leadership behaviors for the top 150 leaders and moved from functional focus to enterprise focus.

•  Integrate leaders in acquisition

•  Find key influencers and, if they are aligned, put them in visible positions Tell stories around the behaviors and successes

•  Let go of the leaders who don’t act the right way

•  Use language that resonates with the employees. It needs to be relevant to them. It has to be new

•  We trained for it – mandatory culture classes for new employees “the Intel way.” When we put the training online and didn’t 

make it mandatory, it didn’t have the same impact. Now maybe that piece of our culture is not so strong.

•  Can you change the culture more organically if you don’t remove those leaders that were raised in that environment?

•  Culture is defined by what you do and not by what you say. Sometimes it’s necessary to make bold moves
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•  Hearts, minds and hands. We usually spend too little time on the shared belief systems (heart). We co-created the story about 

what it would look like by 2020 and made it ok to hold each other accountable. Get people to publicly commit to the change.

What Has Been Very Challenging?

•  Ways of working, common practices (i.e., email vs. phone call)

•  All the difficulties weren’t with big statements. It’s usually with the day to day operations. Defining actual behaviors

•  Make the processes and policies align to the desired culture

•  Different generations in the workplace value and view aspects or work differently. Their expectations are different

•  The definition of organization culture is so important in the context of the local culture

•  Speed of culture change is generally slow, thus keeping people engaged is challenging

•  Hiring the people that fit with the culture – need for eHarmony model for fitting employees to culture. Every time you hire 

someone that doesn’t fit, it sets you back

•  Millennials want to create the culture, not learn a culture

•  Sustaining important culture aspects with key leadership turnover

•  Employees have new managers every 18 months. This makes it hard to maintain direction and momentum. Real culture is 

what an employee can count on regardless of who their manager is

Building Culture As Firm Brand

When culture is seen as firm brand, it is critical to start with the Outside Stakeholders to form internal choices.

•  Ask employees (all levels) inside, “What are the 3 things we want the company to stand for?”

•  Ask customers outside, “What are the 3 things they want from us?”

Measure the alignment and then plan to close gaps.

Make Real to Customers: 
Attract, Convert, Fulfill, Leverage

Make Real to Employees: 
Top down, Bottom up, Side to side. Leadership behaviors

Culture as 
Firm Brand

Customer 
Experience

Employee 
Actions

What are the top 3 things we want to be known for by our target customers?
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3 TALENT

What are 2 lessons learned about talent in the last 2 years around acquiring, developing,  
demographics?

Discussion
•  The challenge is that I’m clear about the top and the bottom, but the middle pool of talent is hard to deal with – the 80% in 

the middle is tough to deal with

•  Key lesson is to act quickly. If they need to leave, move them now.

•  We want more high potentials and need to get clear about what that is and how to develop them. We need to be sharper 

with our lens for differentiation

•  We need to be clearer about the top level because we’ve seen them in multiple scenarios at the senior level

•  Sales approach – hunt and farm talent. How do we differentiate/segment talent? We need to do it simply and effectively, 

without creating too much complexity

•  We are looking at this and trying to make some changes. When we were driving distribution it wasn’t giving us the results 

we wanted

•  Talent mix matters more than the individual talent. We used to only look at key skills, but now we have to look at mix of 

skills/capabilities. We are hiring talent in different ways

•  The more specific the plans are the more likely you are to achieve them. Get clear on the details – you’ll get results

•  Need a philosophy on why you are bringing in the talent or developing in order for people to buy in

•  Gaining clarity on leadership competencies is critical to building talent management plan

•  We use technical function players as the connectors in the organization

•  Our customer loyalty nine box grid is used to highlight what and how managers are thinking about the talent

a. Do you think about your talent in the same way you think about your best customers – what treatment do you give 

your best customers that could be applied to your talent – (example about customer intelligence and differentiation - sapphire, 

pearl, gold, platinum, noire)

•  We have started to plot people on 2x2 grid which of compensation against performance and values. This highlights the 

value of spend

•  Key challenge of differentiation is philosophical and emotional, when you identify a high performer, do they feel open to 

share? Do others know who is seen as high potential, top talent?

•  What’s the right balance of high performers to valued players?

•  How do you make it ok to be the valued advisor (low potential for growth) versus high performer with high potential?

•  Raise the bar on performance and elevate those around you

•  Money is not everything — how do you make the middle feel valued?

How do you really differentiate top talent and deal effectively with 
the middle pool of talent – the valued players?

•  Wrigley - We have a core development program that is standardized and certified. We use Mars University. We also have a 

series of programs through nomination only – Harvard, CCL, etc. The participants are nominated high potential leaders.

•  BASF – We use a development center with early emerging talent. They get feedback from an assessment center. They don’t 

need to be top talent to go through the center.

•  Intel – We are reevaluating stock options, time off, flying business class – what can we give more of to the top talent that 

is not just money. It may mean reallocating from the middle. We are talking to the top talent categories to figure out what 

that means.
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•  KFC – We have learned that you have to differentiate even in the top 10%. Millenials don’t care about stock, they want 

immediate money, trips, time off – instant gratification. You have to sit down and talk to people about what matters. It’s 

personal.

•  Future is going to be true customization with rewards, development, and exposure. The truth is that with the top 10 percent 

that is what their leaders have been doing for them, but it hasn’t been systemized. How do you make it a program that 

managers know they can leverage?

•  In South Africa, Wrigley, set aside money for talent to apply towards local education opportunities. The perceived value 

was huge.

•  5-10% of your population should be A players and they should spend 5-10% of their time in development.

•  Potential is about 4 things

•  Ambition (time, risk taking, mobility)

•  Ability (skills, do the work yourself, do the work through others – lead team, get the work done without being present)

•  Agility (learning, single biggest ability of long term success)

•  Achievement (you can succeed in multiple situations)

•  You need to do something with the bottom 10%; they can’t be ignored. They need to be talked to and given a choice and 

moved out if they choose not to change.

•  Every appraisal tool should be a means to a conversation.

•  Difficult conversations should be managed in 3 steps

•  Help me understand (coaching not criticizing) –

•  Data (make it not personal) –

•  We have to fix the problem (work together to change)

•  In performance management the bureaucratic process gets in the way of having the conversation.

•  VOIICCE model empowers people to be in jobs for a long time. Valued players should not be ignored.

Talent - VOIICCE 
Building Commitment, it’s not just about money.

V Vision: Individuals feel part of something important and are energized about the future.

O Opportunity: Individual development is encouraged, supported, and tailored to the needs of the individual.

I Incentive: Performance is recognized, rewarded, and celebrated in ways that drive long-term motivation.

I Impact: Employees’ work is meaningful, and employees understand how their work connects to the 

bigger picture.

C Community: Employees feel a sense of belonging and pride in the organization.

C Communication: Employees communicate to reduce noise and reach a shared vision.

E Empowerment: Employees feel they have flexibility to act and are encouraged to take initiative to get their 

work done.
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4 CHANGE

The world continues to increase its pace of change. The term used by the US military is VUCA -  
volatile, uncertain, complex, ambiguous. The participants agreed that all of their companies were 
experiencing this level of change.

What Are The Biggest Change Challenges That We Face Today?
Discussion

•  Moore’s law – every 18 months you need 50% new knowledge

•  Can we create organizations that respond quickly to change?

•  Garry Hamel has said that we used to design organizations to deal with complexity. Today the challenge is adaptation and 

change. The structure needs to morph with the new reality. We need to think about a different organization.

•  When you have exhausted your ability to expand, how do you grow profitably organically? We have to move from a product 

focus to customer focus. This is a major change.

•  Net promoter score is driving many decisions, but it is only one part of the equation. We don’t know why they will or won’t 

recommend us. Drivers of those decisions are

•  Product or service we offer (30%)

•  Policies of the company – allow customers to feel connected (30%)

•  Relationships with people (40%)

•  Given the changing demographics are we looking at market space the right way and do we have the right loyalty strategy with 

both employees and customers?

•  WRIGLEY is starting to feel the impact to buying patterns moving more digitally. When people are buying their groceries 

online, they aren’t standing at the checkout line and grabbing a pack of gum.

•  KFC – Relevance is a function of change. We have to maintain our product and brand within the external marketplace. Our 

customers are looking for cheaper, off the bone chicken. That’s a departure from our tradition.

•  INTEL – Grow market segment share where we are behind in the mobile sector and maintain our server share. It requires a 

different leadership capability.

•  ANZ – Our biggest challenge is aggressive competitors who don’t play by the same profit and operating rules we are bound by.

Change happens at 3 levels

Change planning and communication  
requires focus at all three levels: 

Why

How do you make it the passion or heart of the individual? What is the case 

for change, for the organization, initiative, and employees?

What

Focus on impact, concept to action, what is required by the organization, 

initiative, employee for the change? 

How 

Engage others in the process, how will you recognize success at all three 

levels - tracking and measurements? 
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Individual change

•  Set clear expectations: what is important for the future? Don’t get stuck in the past

•  Think about rewards and punishment: what are the consequences?

•  Steve Kerr reward diagnostic: If we are going to become new business model, then here are the new behaviors. What will 

happen? (Result is something good or negative; when it is unclear, change does not take place.)

•  See it role modeled – case study vs. theory

•  When something is really new and ambiguous, do “two in a box”

•  Provide ongoing support – coaching, mentoring, tools

•  Data – people are more likely to change if they have data. It’s a means to an end. They need to personalize the change.

•  Accept failure – run into it. It’s ok to fail if you learn from it. Make it ok for employees to risk displaying new behaviors.

•  Change the individual’s environment, by moving them to a new place physically.

•  Get people to publicly behave as though they are bought in. (Example, get the next generation leader to lead the 

transformation effort. They will be the ones to live with the outcomes.)

•  Think of one person you work with who is key to your org change and pick an item to help them change

Initiative change: (how do you make initiatives stick)

•  Theory is stickiness (Heath brothers – Made to Stick), we have a lot of initiatives; not all of them can be sticky. Turn what we 

know into what we do. We need to begin to build the checklist. Put complexity into a checklist and check it off bit by bit.

•  Does your company have a change management checklist – disciplined methodology (Pilot’s Checklist)?

•  We need to have a leader, champion, sponsor, who is accountable. He/she they should be spending 15-20% of time on 

moving it forward. Make sure that it shows up on leader’s calendar.

•  Organize a guiding coalition – steering team – engaging others

•  Be able to clearly tie changes to the business case, in a rational way.

•  The “why” for doing this has to exceed the resistance.

•  The outcome has to be clear vision, clear direction, often a direction, not a destination. Pioneers had a direction not a 

destination.

•  Decision clarity – if you’re clear about decisions, the action plan will follow

•  Make sure that the initiative is resourced appropriately

•  BASF - everyone on the leadership team ties to the 4 key initiatives. The leaders meet every quarter to dialogue about start/

stop/continue.

•  Prioritize/satisfice. Some things are so important to do, you don’t have to do them perfectly. What is good enough, you don’t 

need to optimize. What will you do with that information if you optimize it? Is it worth the time?

•  Sequence

•  Cluster – corporate creates a theme; local level picks the one that works

•  Avoid solutions looking for problems. If the business leaders can’t see how it helps them, we shouldn’t be doing it.

Institutional change

•  Many times, it is the institution that gets in the way of the change

•  We need to consider impact of change on the culture. Are we challenging our dominant logic? What do we need to do to 

make the culture receptive?

•  Outside In clarity. Ground the organization in stakeholder needs and expectations

•  Top down agenda. Stick with it

•  Bottom up agenda. How do people act on it? Trust our employees, share with them the challenge, and ask for their input.

•  Process agenda. How do we build it in (initiatives)?

•  Leadership agenda. Articulation of culture has to show up in leadership behavior.
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GE example (Jack needed leaders who could make decisions). A leader needs to be able to make a stand in front of his/her team 

to be the leader. That is why it is critical in Workout Process that the leaders come in at the end to hear the recommendations 

and make the final decision.

Pilot’s Checklist For Change Process
•  Leading Change: Enrolling public and legitimate leadership inside and outside the organization to champion the 

transformation

•  Creating a Shared Need: Articulating a line of sight to new business realities that require the change in order to deliver 

value

•  Envisioning: Developing a clear sense of the outcomes of the transformation

•  Engaging Stakeholders: Mobilizing commitment from key individuals who will have to implement it.

•  Making Decisions: Keeping the transformation moving forward by making the tough decisions that keep thing moving

•  Institutionalizing: Integrating the transformation with business articles and infrastructure

•  Monitoring and Learning: Tracking the success of the transformation
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5 ORGANIZATION DESIGN

Organizations continue to be challenged with matrix structures. It becomes critical to distinguish 
between foundation and strategic work before deciding whether something should be local or 
centralized.

•  Must consider local adaptability vs. global scale

•  Information management/transfer of information. How do we make sure that information is going where it needs to go? 

Where does it reside and how does the decision making process work?

•  In order to drive agility through a matrixed organization, decision effectiveness is critical.

•  Think about the artificial separation of duties that we call functions. We often blur those lines. How do we organize 

effectively without compromising accountabilities (get away from “I’m not doing it because it’s not my job”)?

•  We get hung up on the position of being “in the business” or “in the function”

•  Remember that customers don’t care about our internal constructs until they interfere in their service experience

Principles Of Org Design
•  One of the key choices is being able to determine which direction requirements go – local or global. If we have good clarity 

on this, then the accountability and alignment become clearer and cleaner.

•  Changing structure doesn’t change the organization. It can influence or be inhibited by our culture, but it’s key when we 

want better alignment.

•  We often create structure changes based on individual leadership capability. That’s not sustainable, and in many cases can 

get in the way of how the work should be done.

•  Structure will impact how work gets prioritized and what work gets rewarded.

•  Types of work—3 main pieces of work

1. Competitive advantage work (must vet with external customers).

•  This creates identity and drives value between you and external customers. It is 5-10% of work, maybe 15%. It’s the hub. Have we 

made this work as easy as we can? Do others in the company organize their work to make this critical work easier?

•  This should be what is setting the priorities. When we have matrixed issues, we know what work trumps the decision making 

(the shift of the hub is the shift of power and this is the heart of where the resistance comes in organization transformation).

•  This is basically the differentiation of our company – technical competence of our organization (effectiveness is the criteria)

2. Strategic Support

3. Foundation vs. essential work

•  Some of this work we should be driving efficiency, we get matrix wrong when we are not clear on this…what is key to supporting 

our competitive advantage is work vs. what needs to get done well, but not differently….(efficiency is the criteria) this is where 

centralization can help

3 Major Ways to Organize
1 Functional Excellence

•  Generally reduced cost, economies of scale…if you’re competing on cost, you generally start here

2 Segments

•  Products or customers – global brand strategy

3 Geographies

•  Unique requirements of work in different parts of the world

Can we put a center of gravity on one of these 3 dimensions to meet the customer demands? The middle of the 3 lines is where the 

matrix comes together. This is where the dialogue happens and takes place, one from each group talk about how we flex to meet 

customer demand. If we have done the competitive advantage work, then it’s clear who is driving the conversation. Tough dia-

logue if it’s focused internally; it becomes about power. If we stay externally focused, it’s the customer who drives the power base.

FUNCTION
Deep technical knowledge, process expertise, standardization, learning and sharing, drive cost and consistency

GEOGRAPHY
Deep local requirement, political sensitivities, distribution, country uniqueness, drive adaptation

SEGMENT
Product/customer insights, brand, marketplace changes, drive customer connectivity
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FUNCTION SEGMENT

GEOGRAPHY

Deep technical knowledge, 
process expertise, 
standardization, learning 
and sharing, drive cost 
and consistency

Product/customer insights, 
brand, marketplace 

changes, drive customer 
connectivity

Deep local requirements, political 
sensitivities, distribution, country 

uniqueness, drive adaptation
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6 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

The participating companies had shared expectations of building high performing workforces and 
view performance management as key to achieving that talent objective. The following is a discus-
sion around their experiences with performance management.

•  There is an overall need for better communication

•  We have lost sight of what we are trying to solve for

•  Capability of coaches is critical. Most managers don’t know how to coach. It is a learned skill

•  INTEL - Year round performance management is about optimizing career conversations. We took away ranking and rating, 

so managers can now promote whenever they want to. Some of the employees hate it, but the managers are liking it. If they 

have underperforming employees, they have to deal with it in the moment and not wait until the annual process. Managers 

still rate employees for raises, but it’s no longer a process that HR manages

•  Managers don’t want to spend time dealing with hard conversations – they don’t know how to have the development 

conversation vs. just what has to happen for business objectives

•  TARGET – we don’t leave it to chance. It’s in our leadership cycle. We have the goals and objectives, competencies and 

so then we have leadership statuses. They walk and talk with you. We have a developmental culture so people expect 

the feedback and support. Now we have a wrinkle with so much hiring off campus. We need to more purposefully train 

model and support them to have mature conversations – we are a team focused environment. When a manager has a low 

performing member, they feel the pressure to deal with them for the good of the rest of the team. It’s business driven, not 

HR driven. This drives business results. They see the ROI and they know it makes a difference. Managers who can’t do this 

don’t make it in our organization. We inspect what we expect. It’s not punitive, it’s developmental. Moving into Canada, the 

developmental culture doesn’t exist, so we had to change the language. We focused on using customer competitiveness and 

service as methodology behind conversations – VIBE. We need to drive sales and we are empowering employees to make 

decisions for the customers, a huge recognition event

•  Three to one positive versus negative comments impact relationships. It’s a lead indicator on how a manager is 

communicating with their employees

•  Emotion vs. logic. Humans have 2 sides: threat or reward. This is David Rocke’s work - SCARF

•  S - Social status: remove the status you have, don’t do it behind the desk, get in a neutral location

•  C – Certainty: let people know what to expect

•  A – Autonomy: let people have a voice in the process…most people judge themselves by intent

•  R - Relatedness/Relationship: if your relationship isn’t great, then they will feel threatened

•  Fairness: I can count on you to be objective because you see what I do right as well as what I need to improve on (we intuitively feel 

threatened…but if you manage these factors you can move from threat to reward)

•  People want the feedback, but hate the process. We generally make it too complicated

•  People expect it more immediately, not once a year

•  We have to think differently about the cycle and make it a routine and make it simple

•  Teach leaders to show that they care. “I really want you to succeed.”

•  Do leaders have the ability to help others and do they have the desire to do so?

•  How do you help them feel that you care?

•  Leaders have to role model the coaching behavior
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7 HR SKILLS

In 1987 the stock market crashed and we started to ask, “What are the skill sets of good HR peo-
ple?” Other organizations focused on asking the question only internally, “What does HR think?” 
We believe that you must have an outside in approach to understand what the business expects.

•  We have 6 waves of data beginning in 1987

•  There are 140 things HR people should know do or be

•  Every 5 years we change 30-40 % of the questions because the world changes

•  The most recent wave was completed in 2011 and identified the following as key competencies for HR Professionals.

As we look to the future, what is the input from the CHROs on what we should be considering?

What do we need to focus on that we don’t do today?
Future Needs

•  They will need to be savvy in dealing with demographic diversity (i.e., life stages)

•  Team dynamics. Managing collective rather than individual performance. How do you put a team together?
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•  Cultural anthropologists, leverage differences. (Genevieve Bell at Intel – what do behaviors look like? They will need to be 

able to translate insights into how we leverage patterns and events to gain competitive advantage)

•  Translate detection of patterns and understand how to move it through an ecosystem

•  Take Genevieve’s skills and apply it inside. How do our employees work and deal with change and make decisions?

•  Be able to predict outcomes

•  Influence education to prepare people for the workforce

•  Lead big cultural change initiatives – proven – influence and lead

•  Bottom up communication skill set

•  To what extent does this HR professional communicate at all levels?

•  See the management and change of culture critical

•  Define culture not as pattern but as identity

•  Translate identity to specific behaviors for leadership

•  Translate identity into HR practices

•  Have that identity show up in employee behavior

•  Able to do Intel outside and inside outside….partner with outside. View employees as best customers and our best 

customers as employees

•  Commercial skills

•  Daniel Pink – the next thing – to what extent can the HR person articulate their commercial value

•  Must be a good advertisement (personal brand). Should be a good advertisement for themselves – true business acumen

•  Mindset around globalization

•  Analytics and data must start with decision making. How well can HR articulate the problems they can solve and then get 

the data that informs their decision making

•  Question framing

•  “The 2 second advantage” (book). If you have some information ahead of time, it’s better than having all the information 

after the event. The book highlights Wayne Gretzky’s ability to anticipate where the puck would be

•  “The Sports Gene” (book). Tested reaction time between great athletes and average players. It isn’t reaction time. Because 

of their experience they can anticipate what’s happening – 10,000 hour experience

•  Assimilate data and anticipate to come up with hypothesis to be tested

•  Consumer insight data/marketing skills. We can learn from that field

What could you do to better invest in your HR people?
•  Put them on the line early in the career

•  Specific emerging HR talent program – assignment to solve org problem, building competencies, and applying them in the 

business

•  Cohort boot-camp experience. Create an innovation competition. What will change this culture?

•  Hear from the thought leaders

•  Introduce personal effectiveness coaching early in their career (consider using retired executives)

•  Senior executive programs can go from 20% retained to 60% when coaching is added

•  Seconded and international short term assignments
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SUMMARIES OF THE 7 MAIN TOPICS

Tools are attached in a separate document.

Leadership
Tool: Leadership Brand Architecture, page 2

•  Leadership scorecards should be business, not competency based

•  Using the brand architecture helps ground development in business need, move from leader to leadership

•  Need all 6 steps for effective leadership development

Culture
Tool: Talent toolkit, page 4–14 and VOIICCE, page 15

•  Better differentiate is needed, focus is too much on fairness, think about treating top employees as you would top customers

•  Motivate value players through VOIICCE—vision, oppportunity, incentive, impact, community, communication, 

entrepreneurship

•  Define potential - agility, ambition, ability, achievement

Change
Tool: Change toolkit, page 16–20

•  Out organizations need to be flexible to deal with VUCA change (volatile, uncertain complex, ambiguous)

•  Change happens at 3 levels: individual, initiative, institution

•  Prioritization and rewards are key to avoiding initiative overload

Organization Design
Tool: Organization Design Considerations, page 21

•  Organize on 3 dimensions—function, segment, geography—center of gravity must be aligned to customer need

•  Manage matrix through decision, clarity, and open communication

Performance Management
•  More effective when culture is about development and not punitive; pay attention to goals, measures, consequences, and 

feedback, with a focus on feedback/conversation

•  Manage perception of threat through SCARF (David Rock) Social Status, Certainty, Autonomy, Relationship, Fairness

HR Skills
Tool: Organization Design Considerations, page 22–33

•  5 basic streams of HR skills, business Knowledge, core HR skills, org capability and culture, change, personal effectiveness

•  Future needs: ask the right questions, deal with information and data, anticipate demographic culture shifts (sports gene)

•  Need to articulate their commercial value to the business
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